Adaptable texture-based segmentation by variance and intensity for automatic detection of semitranslucent and pink blush areas in basal cell carcinoma.
Pink blush is a common feature in basal cell carcinoma (BCC). A related feature, semitranslucency, appears as smooth pink or orange regions resembling skin color. We introduce an automatic method for detection of these features based on smoothness and brightness. We also introduce a neighborhood correction method for texture area correction. Smoothness and brightness were analyzed over four bands: luminance, red, green, and blue, then merged using variance-based dynamic thresholding. Dermoscopic images of 100 biopsy-proven BCCs and 254 competitive benign mimics were used to train the algorithm. Sixteen color and texture features were extracted from the automatically detected areas. The confusion matrix for the algorithm showed 15 classification errors in the training set for the 354 images: three errors in the BCC set and 12 errors in the benign set. Logistic regression analysis on a separate 1024-image test set was able to achieve good separation of BCC from benign lesions with an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) of 0.878 and 0.877 using manually-created and automatically-generated BCC border masks, respectively. This pilot study indicates that automatic detection of semitranslucent and pink blush areas in BCC is feasible using colors and first-order texture statistics.